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Improving return forecasting is very important for both investors and researchers
in financial markets. In this study we try to aim this object by two new methods.
First, instead of using traditional variable, gold prices have been used as predictor
and compare the results with Goyal's variables. Second, unlike previous researches new machine learning algorithm called Deep learning (DP) has been used to
improve return forecasting and then compare the results with historical average
methods as bench mark model and use Diebold and Mariano’s and West’s statistic
(DMW) for statistical evaluation. Results indicate that the applied DP model has
higher accuracy compared to historical average model. It also indicates that out of
sample prediction improvement does not always depend on high input variables
numbers. On the other hand, when using gold price as input variables, it is possible to improve this forecasting capability. Result also indicate that gold price has
better accuracy than Goyal's variable to predicting out of sample return.
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1 Introduction
Determining model to provide an adequate estimate of future stock values will be important for investors in financial markets [4,9,11], which we analysed in this paper Black-Scholes model, and computer simulations are presented. In this paper, real stock market data is applied, say, Mellat Bank and
Ansar Bank. The reason for choosing these two stocks is that the monthly data for these two stocks
has existed for one year, that is, each month the transaction was conducted for stocks (Sales and purchases). The volatility of financial markets has attracted investors and economic activists in recent
decades, and because fluctuations in financial markets are high, a model than can predict stock values
in the future in necessary. Continuous time models based on stochastic differential equations are applied more than a century. Louis Bachelier in Paris, when studying the dynamic behaviour of the Paris
stock exchanges 1900, provided a model for moving stocks. That why many believe that they are the
founders of financial mathematics, indeed the stock model was expressed as follows:
𝑆 = 𝑆 + 𝜎𝑊
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where 𝑊 is a Brownian motion, 𝜎 stock volatility and 𝑆 stock primary price. Since in this model, 𝑆
can be a negative, it is not applied now. Pavel Samuelsson has shown that the proper pattern for
commodity price changes in the stock market is the geometric Brownian motion. This model is as
follows:
𝑆 = 𝑆 exp[𝜇𝑡 + 𝜎𝑊 ]

(2)

That is, 𝐥𝐧𝐒𝐭 it has a normal log distribution. It is proved by the help of the Ito differential calculuswhich is in fact the solution of the differential equation

= σdW + μ +

dt .

The question we are looking for in this article is to answer it. Whether or not the performance of a
Black-Scholes model is suitable for valuing and predicting the value of the stock price? The present
article is presented in five sections, thus after the introduction in the first part, the second introduces
the studies carried out in this field. In the third section, we present general introduction to the classical
model of asset valuation, such as the Black-Scholes model, and basic concepts including stochastic
process, stochastic differential equations, confidence interval, calibrations, and the method used in
this study, namely, the Euler maruyama numerical method, and the mathematical equations are expressed. In the fourth part of the computer simulation, on using data from Mellat Bank and Ansar
Bank shares in the year 2017-2018, is expressed by the maple software. In the fifth section, the performance of the Black-Scholes model in the valuations stock price is evaluated, for in this job average
of the answers obtained from the computer simulation, compared with exact answer.

2 Literature Review
The subject we present in this article is a new and applicable. Similar work in this area can be found
in the paper by Steven Dumber in 2013 from the Department of mathematics at the university of Nebraska-Link on obtaining the confidence interval for European put option has been highlighted by the
Monte Carlo method [12]. Finding the confidence interval for the options price by Monte Carlo simulation is an appropriate method using a random sample of a special distribution that produces a numerical solution for a mathematical model. The Monte Carlo method is a Statistical technique among
various mathematical methods that establishes a connection between a mathematical model statistic.
By considering Brownian motion as a random model for the price process, we can use the Monte Carlo process to simulate the price option. We assume that the price is modeled as a geometric Brownian
motion, so we can obtain its normal distribution function at the time of expiration. N the pseudo random number {𝑥 , … … . 𝑥 } , from the normal distribution of the stock price models, then we approximate the price of the sales option with the expected yield: 𝑔(𝑠) = Max(𝑘 − 𝑠, 0), the average sample:
𝐸[𝑔(𝑠)] ≅

1
𝑛

𝑔(𝑥 ) = 𝑔̅

(3)

Which 𝑔̅ is a normal distribution with mean: 𝐸[(𝑔(𝑠)] and Variance

[ ( )]

is, as a result, normal distri-

bution:

[50]
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𝑔̅ ~ 𝑁 𝐸[𝑔(𝑠)],

[ ( )]

(4)

This expression states the value 𝑔̅ estimated by the Monte Carlo simulation method has the expected yield:
which: 𝐸[(𝑔(𝑠)] is the standard deviation by √𝑛 divisibility. Most carefully we remember the normal distribution of the standard 𝑝[𝑧 < 1.96] ≅ 0.95 then by the normal distribution properties, we can construct an confidence interval with a confidence level of 0 .095 which is as follow:
𝐸[𝑔(𝑠)] − 1.96

[ ( )]

, 𝐸[𝑔(𝑠)] + 1.96

[ ( )]

(5)

William Harley from the department of mathematics and computer at the royal Military University of Canada
in 2011 has been working under an accidental strike to obtain a confidence interval for discounted equity cash
dividends [5]. In this paper, the method for discounting stock profits is a common method in most financial
books, generally, the Gordon growth model is one of the techniques used to calculate the cost of equity capital.
Gordon assumes that the trend of dividend yield increases daily with constant geometric growth rates, and it is
assumed that the stock return on profits will follow a steady path in the future. The purpose of this paper is to
build a confidence interval for discounted cash benefits under random variables (for furthers see [6,7] ) but our
main goal here is to obtain the confidence interval for solution of the Black-Scholes model.

3 Research Methodology
This paper is practical, the method has been used in the study is Euler-Marumayama numerical
method, the method for collecting data is the software Tse Clint, and analysis data by using the maple
software. In the following, we give general over view of the variables studied in this paper, such as
the Black-Scholes model, the Stochastic differential equation, the Stochastic process, the Euler
Maruyama numerical method, and the confidence interval, and give a definition of them.

3.1 The Asset Classical Model
In the early 1970, Fisher Black, Mirren Scholes, Robert Merton, took a great of deal option pricing.
The result was a model, known as the Black-Scholes model [2]. This model has a great deal of influence on pricing and trading option. This also played a major role in the success of financial engineering in the 1980s and 1990s. The Black-Scholes model is also used in stock valuation. The BlackScholes model follows a geometric Brownian motion, and has a differential form as follows:

ds = μs dt + σs dwt

(6)

3.2 Stochastic Deferential Equation
The stochastic differential equation is a differential equation in which one or more variable are stochastic process. In this modeling, white noise is usually used as a completely randomized parameter
[1]. This equation is generally written in the following form:
(7)

dX = f(X , t)dt + g(X , t)dw
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3.3 Stochastic Process
{ 𝐵(𝑡), 𝑡 ≥ 0} Is called a standard Brownian motion (wiener process) [8,10]. Which has the following

properties:
a. The beginning of the process is zero that is: 𝐵(0) = 0
b. For each, 𝑡, 𝑠 ≥ 0 as 0 ≤ 𝑠 ≤ 𝑡 random variable 𝐵(𝑡) − 𝐵(𝑠) has a normal distribution with mean
zero and variance (𝑡 − 𝑠) .
c. Has a Gaussian property, that is, for any 𝑡 , 𝑡 , 𝑡 , … 𝑡
normal distribution.
d. Random variables 𝐵(𝑡 ) − 𝐵(𝑡

random variables 𝐵(𝑡 ), 𝐵(𝑡 ), … 𝐵(𝑡 ) have a

), … , 𝐵(𝑡 ) − 𝐵(𝑡 ) for 𝑡 ≤ 𝑡 ≤ ⋯ 𝑡 are independent.

e. All sample paths B with a probability are continuous.

3.4 Euler Maruyama Numerical Method
This numerical method has been used for computer programming in the next section by the maple
software, therefore, in this section, we describe the Euler Murayama discretization method is one of
the methods for the discretization of the results. The method is equivalent to approximating integrals
using the left end point rule when is 𝜇(𝑥 ; 𝜃) at time . Hence integral are approximated as [3]
𝜇(𝑥 ; 𝜃)𝑑𝑢 ⋍ 𝜇 𝜃 ; 𝜃

𝑑𝑢 = 𝜇(𝑥 ; 𝜃)∆,

(8)

The second part is approximated as follows:
𝜎(𝑥 ; 𝜃)𝑑𝑤 ⋍ 𝜎(𝑥 ; 𝜃)

𝑑𝑤 = 𝜎 𝑥 ; 𝜃 𝑤

−𝑤

= 𝜎(𝑥 ; 𝜃)√∆ 𝑧

(9)

The Z random variable is standard normal, hence the discretization is obtained as follows:
𝑥

(10)

= 𝑥 + 𝜇 𝑥 ; 𝜃 ∆ + 𝜎 𝑥 ; 𝜃 √∆𝑧

3.5 Confidence Interval
The Confidence interval is divided into two-way confidence intervals. The normal distribution range
is as follows: 𝑥~𝑁(𝜇,

), so if we 𝑧 =

define, Z normal will be standardized. Therefore:
√

𝑝{−𝑧 < 𝑧 < 𝑧} = 1 − 𝛼 will be. So the two way confidence interval 1 − 𝛼 for the known variance
state is a follows:

[52]
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𝜇−

𝜎
√𝑛

𝑧

<𝑥<𝜇+

𝜎
√𝑛

(11)

𝑧

Also, the one-way confidence interval is dividend in two groups of on-sided left and right sides from
the right, sometimes it is important for us to know that x is more or less than a certain number, or if
the image is less than a certain amount, then
one-way confidence interval we use, as a result:
(12)

𝑝{𝑧 < 𝑇} = 1 − 𝛼
So:

𝑝

as a result:

𝑥−𝜇
𝜎 <𝑧
√𝑛

(13)

=1−𝛼

So the one-way confidence interval 1 − 𝛼 from the right is:
𝑝 𝑥>𝜇−

𝜎
√𝑛

𝑧

(14)

=1−𝛼

And one-way confidence interval on the left are the following:
𝑝 𝑥<𝜇+

𝜎
√𝑛

𝑧

=1−𝛼

(15)

4 Research Results
In this section, we describe, the discretization of the Black-Scholes model in with the EulerMaruyama method, and then, using the Ansar bank and Mellat bank stocks data, and implementing
with the maple software, will evaluate the performance of the Black-Scholes model in the valuation
stock price, we checking do this with the average of the computer simulations and compare it with
actual answers.

4.1 Implementation of the Black-Scholes Model
Consider the following Black-Scholes model:
dS = μS dt + σS dW

(16)

Which 𝜇 is the average return on the stock price, 𝑆 the stock price at the moment t, 𝜎 and the standard
deviation of the stock price.
The discretization of the Black-Scholes model with the maximum likelihood of Euler Murayama in
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the interval [𝑡
𝑑𝑆 =

, 𝑡 ] is as follows:
𝜇𝑆 𝑑𝑡 +

𝜎𝑆 𝑑𝑊

(17)

Therefore, considering the numerical approximation ∫ 𝑓(𝑡)𝑑𝑡 = 𝑓(𝑎)(𝑏 − 𝑎), we have:
𝑆 −𝑆

= 𝜇𝑆

The (𝑊 − 𝑊
𝑆 = (1 + 𝜇)𝑆

+ 𝜎𝑆

(18)

𝑊 −𝑊

)~𝑁(0, ℎ) random number is normal, therefore we have:
+ 𝜎𝑆

𝑁(0, ℎ)

(19)

4.2 Implementation of the Black-Scholes Model Which Real Data
Here we implement the Black-Scholes model with real stock data. We get data through the Tse Clint
software.
For example, the monthly data of the mellat Bank index from 24/1/2017 to 23/1/2018 are as follows:
Table 1: Monthly data of Mellat Bank shares in 2017-2018
month
0
1

Symbol
webmellat
webmellat

Date
24/01/2017
25/02/2017

price
1206
1099

Returns

Logarithmic Returns

-0.08872

-0.09291

2
3

webmellat
webmellat

25/03/2017
24/04/2017

1105
1008

0.00546
-0.08778

0.005445
-0.09188

4
5
6
7

webmellat
webmellat
webmellat
webmellat

24/05/2017
24/06/2017
18/07/2017
23/08/2017

1049
934
1025
1001

0.040675
-0.10963
0.09743
-0.02341

0.039869
-0.11612
0.092971
-0.02369

8
9

webmellat
webmellat

23/09/2017
23/10/2017

971
943

-0.02997
-0.02884

-0.03043
-0.02926

10
11

webmellat
webmellat

22/11/2017
23/12/2017

997
1111

0.057264
0.114343

0.055684
0.108265

12

webmellat

23/01/2018

1058

-0.0477

-0.04888

In table 1, the monthly price index, Mellat shares, returns and continuous compound returns (logarithmic returns) are presented. In the next step, we obtain the average returns on stock price and the
Standard deviation of the stock, so the average returns and Standard deviation are equal to:
Mean = -0.010911333333333
Standard Deviation = 0.2535854534

Now given that the index's initial rate in Table1 is initially 𝑆0 = 1206, we estimate the price for (one

[54]
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year later) 𝑆1 , by Euler Maruyama numerical method. Using the Euler Maruyama discretization and
programming in the maple software, we can plot the normal histogram for the data as follows: (the
number of simulation of the program: 1000)

Frequency
Fig. 1: Simulation of Mellat Bank Stock Data with Black-Scholes Model
Table 2: Monthly data of Ansar Bank shares in 2017-2018
month
0
1

Symbol
weAnsar
weAnsar

Date
25/03/2017
24/04/2017

price
2174
2198

Returns

Logarithmic Returns

0.01104

0.010979

2
3

weAnsar
weAnsar

24/05/2017
25/06/2017

2257
2281

0.026843
0.010634

0.026489
0.010577

4
5
6
7

weAnsar
weAnsar
weAnsar
weAnsar

26/07/2017
26/08/2017
25/09/2017
25/10/2017

2130
2064
1974
1972

-0.0662
-0.03099
-0.0436
-0.00101

-0.06849
-0.03148
-0.04458
-0.00101

8
9

weAnsar
weAnsar

25/11/2017
25/12/2017

2060
2113

0.044625
0.025728

0.043658
0.025403

10
11

weAnsar
weAnsar

24/01/2018
25/02/2018

2101
2096

-0.00568
-0.00238

-0.0057
-0.00238

12

weAnsar

25/03/2018

2140

0.020992

0.020775

The average returns, Standard deviation and stock confidence interval for the simulated data is obtained as follows:
Mean =1075.17624527480
Standard Deviations =84.98752187
Confidence Interval = (908.6007021, 1241.751788)
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Due to the average of the computer simulations and stock prices in the next one year, 𝑆 which according to Table 1 is equal to 1058, which is close to our prediction. In the next section, we will simulated a computer for Ansar Bank shares. As before, we receive data from the Tse Clint software. Ansar Bank's monthly stock data from 25/03/2017 to 25/03/2018 is as follows.
In table 2, the monthly price index of Ansar Bank shares, the continuous compound returns (logarithmic returns), are presented. In the next step, we obtain the average return on the stock price and the
annual Standard deviation of the stock, thus the average annual Standard deviation is equal to:
Mean = -0.00131325000000000
Standard Deviation =0.1125153972

Now, given that the index's initial rate is initially, 𝑆 = 2174,we estimate the price for (one year later),
𝑆 , using the method described in the previous section, on Euler Maruyama discretization and programming in the maple software, we can normal histogram for the data to draw the following: (the
number of simulation of the program:1000)

Frequency
Fig. 2: Simulation of Ansar Bank Stock Data with Black-Scholes Model

The average return, Standard deviation and stock confidence interval for the simulated data is obtained as follows:
Mean = 2140.84270800000
Standard Deviations = 74.21274397
Confidence Interval = (1995.385730, 2286.299686)

Due to the average of the computer simulations and stock price one year later, 𝑆 = 2140 our prediction is accurate.

5 Conclusion
In this forth section, we implemented the Black-Scholes model based on stock data including the
shares of Mellat Bank and Ansar Bank in the maple software, which yielded the following:
 Initial value of Mellat Bank shares in table1: 𝑆 = 1206

[56]
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The value one year after the stock of the Mellat Bank shares in table1: 𝑆 = 1058
The average of computer simulation answers on the maple software: 𝑆 = 1075

The following results were also obtained for the shares of Ansar Bank:
 Initial value of Ansar Bank shares in table2: 𝑆 = 2174
 The value one year after the stock of the Ansar Bank shares in table2: 𝑆 = 2140
 The average of computer simulation answers on the maple software: 𝑆 = 2140
Based on the average of the answers obtained from computer simulations in the maple software, the
performance of the Black-Scholes model in predicting stock value is quite appropriate, the shares intended for the computer implementation are entirely optional, but the stock has been tried to use, with
their monthly data available for one year. That is, stocks have been sold in these months.
We have only used the Euler Maruyama method in this article. Undoubtedly, using more powerful
numerical methods such as Milstein and Runge-kutta can achieve beter results. We also use wiener
noise, which cannot model jump phenomena undoubtedly, the use of noise Levy can obtain better
results.
In this field, we can refer to the article by Alireza kazeroni, pouyan kiani, and Zana mozaffari on
estimating interest rate in Iran using fuzzy logic. This estimation interest rate on using fuzzy logic can
be the basis for effective monetary and currency policies to target monetary and financial problems.
The difference in our work with this article is that there are no other factors affecting stock price estimation, as well as we use the Euler Maruyama numerical method and programming in the maple
software. But as mentioned, fuzzy logic is used in this paper, and other factors, such as inflation rate,
housing efficiency, and liquidity volume in fluency the estimation of interest rates. Also, fuzzy logic
does not require complicated mathematical modeling, but we use the Black-Scholes model to predict
stock values. These models are suitable for short time periods, because the white noise has not
memory.
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